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Drones, counterfactuals, and equilibria:
Challenges in evaluating new military technologies
Toby Ord*
Using drones as my primary example, I explore some of the challenges in
evaluating new military technologies. I show how we need a deep
understanding of the relevant counterfactuals in order to make accurate
and nuanced evaluations of military technologies. I then explore the force
of the argument that introducing a new military technology can lower
the cost of going to war, finding that it has very wide reaching effects
that go far beyond the case of drones. I conclude that it is exceptionally
difficult to accurately evaluate new military technologies and that we
need to learn new skills and techniques to deal with the empirical
challenges involved.
The use of armed drones in war has raised significant moral concern. At the time of
writing, at least two dozen countries have operational armed drones in their
militaries. In Pakistan, US drones have already killed more than two thousand
people, more than ten percent of whom were civilians.1 Both in academia and in the
wider public discourse, many people have suggested that the use of these drones is
wrong, that countries should forgo using them, and that treaties should be enacted to
ban them.2 Less commonly, there have been attempts to defend their use and even
argue that we are morally required to use them where possible.3
Drones are technically known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). While they have
many other uses in both civilian and military life (such as surveillance and delivery),
the focus of this paper is on weapon-carrying drones deployed by the military, such
as the MQ-1 Predator and MQ-9 Reaper deployed by the US in Afghanistan. When I
use the term ‘drone’ in this paper I only mean to refer to military UAVs capable of
delivering deadly force, and I only mean to discuss their use in war. All such drones
currently require a human on the ground to authorise the use of their weapon
systems (a so-called human in the loop), though in the future we may see drones that
are able to select their own targets. Much of what I say would also apply to such
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fully autonomous systems, but my focus here will be on those with a human in the
loop.
In this paper, I discuss two important tools for thinking about the ethics of
introducing new military technologies: counterfactuals and equilibria. I use drones
as the central example of a new military technology, but the points I make apply
much more broadly. I argue that without a careful understanding of these tools of
thought, the ethical analysis of such new technologies is greatly impoverished and
cannot be relied upon. I don’t claim to have invented these tools: one is a mainstay of
academic ethics and the other is a central concept in economics. However, I shall
show that we need a much better understanding of them and how they relate to the
ethics of war in order to make any real progress in the moral evaluation of new
military technologies.
I will focus on evaluating the consequences of introducing a new military technology.
This is not the only type of ethical question one could ask. For instance, I won’t
address whether it is honourable to kill in war without exposing yourself to risk of
physical harm, or whether their might be ethical side-constraints which prohibit lethal
use of drones regardless of the benefits. However, questions about the moral
consequences of deploying a new technology are central to much of the discussion
and include such key questions as ‘Will the deployment of drones lead to more
civilian deaths in war?’ and ‘Would the effects of unilateral relinquishment of drones
by the US be good for the world?’. I presume all parties — be they consequentialists,
deontologists, or virtue theorists — are interested in such questions.4
Counterfactuals
Drones are high-technology devices created for the purpose of killing people and
destroying property. As well as killing enemy combatants, drones have killed
hundreds of civilians. In the near future, many more drones will be built and
deployed by dozens of countries and will kill innocent people across the globe. Facts
like these might lead people to conclude that drones are bad, that their deployment
is wrong, and that we should take stands to oppose their use.5
This is too quick. We cannot legitimately draw such a conclusion from these facts
alone. Of course drones are destructive and deadly — they are a military technology.
The same is true of swords, bows, catapults, guns, artillery, and bombers. Like all
other weapons of war, drones will kill civilians in some situations and occasionally
this will even be deliberate. The real questions are ‘How many?’ and ‘How often?’.
Do they lead to more civilian killings than aerial bombing campaigns? Will their
widespread introduction raise the number of civilian killings or lower it?
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We cannot assess drones in isolation. Instead, we need to pay careful attention to
what they will replace and compare the two alternatives. We need to consider the
counterfactual: what would happen if drones were not deployed.
When a new technology is superior to an old one that occupied largely the same
niche, the old technology gets used less. If the new technology is sufficiently
superior, the old technology becomes obsolete and ceases to be used at all. This is as
true in the military as in everyday life. Cannons crowded out catapults, and were
themselves crowded out by modern artillery. Muskets crowded out bows, rifles
crowded out muskets, and automatic weapons have largely crowded out rifles.
What will drones replace? There is no single answer. Even with our focus on armed
drones, there are many objectives that drones can be put towards and many existing
technologies that were previously used to achieve these objectives.
Technologically, most drones resemble aeroplanes. They are aerial platforms from
which the user can deploy weapons to kill combatants and destroy property on the
ground with limited possibility for retaliatory strikes. This has significant overlap
with the role of bombers: aircraft that primarily drop bombs and missiles at targets
on the ground. In order to avoid detection and retaliation, bombers are often flown
at high altitudes and sometimes used at night. This makes it harder for them to
accurately hit their targets, increasing the damage to civilian property and life.
Bombers were famously used in the attacks on London and Dresden in the Second
World War, the carpet bombing of the Vietnam War, and the aerial bombardment of
Kosovo.
While drones are not completely reliable in their targeting, they may well be
significantly better than bombers. Their lower financial cost and lack of an onboard
pilot mean that more risks can be taken with them, including flying closer to their
targets. This provides a better view of whether it is indeed a valid military target and
can lower the chance of missing the target — hitting something else instead.
So despite being destructive weapons, the introduction of drones into warfare has
the potential to lead to less damage to civilian lives and property. They are quite
plausibly better than bombers, and to the extent to which they replace bombers, they
may make modern warfare less damaging to civilians.
People who reject the use of drones should have no love of bombing. The fire
bombing of Dresden and Tokyo, and the carpet bombing of Vietnam, were among
the most horrible episodes of modern warfare. So if more drones means less
bombing, that may be a very good thing. Among other things, it would mean that
attempts to develop a treaty to ban the use of drones or to encourage a country to
unilaterally relinquish the use of drones may predictably cause more civilians to be
killed in war.
On the other hand, much of the current use of drones occurs in Pakistan where they
are primarily used to target particular, high-value combatants. It is not clear whether
this is indicative of how they will be used in the future. This targeted killing is
traditionally the role of troops, police, or covert operations on the ground rather than
3
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bombers. Here the ability to accurately determine whether or not the person is a
valid military target, and to accurately deploy force if they are, is plausibly higher for
the ground troops than for the drones.6 If so, then to the extent to which drones
replace ground forces, they may make modern warfare more damaging to civilians.
Whether the deployment of drones in war has good or bad effects overall thus
depends on the counterfactual situation. To what degree is it crowding out bombing
versus on the ground forces, or something else? This is a key empirical question,
though not one that is often asked by opponents (or proponents) of the technology.
Moreover, its answer will depend on exactly what form of question is being asked.
For instance, consider the questions ‘Should the US cease deploying drones in war?’
and ‘Should we have an international treaty to prohibit the use of drones in war?’. It
may well be that the ratios of replaced activities will be different between the US and
the world as a whole, which (among other things) may make these questions have
different answers.
As well as these overall questions of whether the use of drones would be good or
bad given the empirical facts about what will be crowded out, consideration of
counterfactuals can also lead us to make more nuanced points. For example, we may
decide that it is good to use drones for those missions that were previously done by
bombers, and bad to use them for those missions that were previously done by forces
on the ground. We may then try to encourage the first of these while discouraging
the second. Perhaps the first could be encouraged by trying to establish a treaty to
ban aerial bombing rather than banning drones, or to get the US to unilaterally cease
aerial bombing. The second could be discouraged by trying to establish a treaty or an
internal military doctrine to prevent the use of drones in targeted killing, rather than
preventing all drone use.
The importance of carefully considering the relevant counterfactual is also crucial
when considering non-technological changes in how we conduct war. As just one
example, take the ‘decapitation’ strategy of attempting to kill the enemy’s military
and political leaders, as used in Kosovo and the Iraq War. This has been advocated
by historical figures such as Sun Tzu,7 but also receives significant public
condemnation.8 The best argument for such a strategy probably lies in considering
the counterfactual. Killing political leaders in their beds is horrible, but so is the day
to day activity of war in which thousands or millions are killed and many more
atrocities committed. I don’t know if decapitation strikes are justified, but if they are
it is presumably because while terrible, the alternatives are even worse.
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Equilibria
A major argument against the widespread deployment of drones in war is that by
avoiding risking the lives of their pilots, they would lower the cost of going to war.
This would then increase the number of wars that drone-deploying countries enter,
making the use of drones very bad overall.9
The basic point here is a very important one and fundamental to economics. We
often think about the direct effect of actions, new technologies, and policies, but they
can also have systematic indirect effects. In economics, an equilibrium is a state where
economic forces such as supply and demand are balanced. In our case, before the
introduction of drones the national willingness to go to war and the number of wars
entered were in equilibrium. By lowering the cost of going to war, the deployment of
drones upsets one of these forces which causes the other to adjust until they reach a
new balance. In this case the new equilibrium will be one where more war will be
‘consumed’ by the deploying country. Given that more war is typically bad, this
effect of changing the equilibrium could potentially be large enough to outweigh any
direct ethical benefits that deployment of drones might create.
The deployment of drones will lower the cost of going to war. For a given set of
military objectives, using drones will mean fewer casualties on the deploying side
and quite likely less monetary cost too, especially when reduced combat training and
reduced military pensions are factored in. Reduced costs of going to war will indeed
increase one’s country’s appetite for it. It would be difficult to know how many more
wars this will cause that country to start, but if they are known to have fewer costs,
then the public and the government will be less reluctant to start or join a conflict
and, statistically speaking, we should expect more wars.
However, in this simple form, the argument has a number of lacunae. Firstly, while
we should expect the number of wars to increase, this is because the costs of war to
the deploying side in terms of human life (and possibly money) go down, which is
itself a moral benefit. It is not clear what happens to the badness of war overall.
Perhaps the increase in the number of wars is more than offset by the reduced loss of
life in them, making the situation less bad all things considered. It is very difficult to
know. This may give reason to change the conclusion of the argument to say only
that the increased number of expected wars in the future makes drones worse than
they would otherwise appear — possibly bad enough to outweigh their other
benefits, though this isn’t clear.
A second problem concerns wars that would (all things considered) be good to start
or to join. Examples might include joining the Second World War on the side of the
Allies, or starting an intervention in Rwanda to stop the genocide. When it comes to
such wars, reducing the cost of going to war (and thus increasing the appetite for
war) might actually be a good thing, making it easier for countries to intervene to
help others. I do not know if there are times it is right to start or join a war, but those
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who think they do exist and are not extremely rare might find that this makes
reducing the cost of going to war less bad.
A third and more subtle problem arises when you consider that all new military
technologies lower the cost of going to war for the country that first deploys them.
Otherwise they would choose not to deploy them. Thus the introduction of catapults,
cannons, artillery, and so forth all decreased the cost of going to war for the
deploying sides. This would have initially made the deploying sides slightly more
willing to go to war, but after other sides deployed these technologies too, the overall
costs of going to war may have gone back to normal or even increased. In the case of
new methods of bombarding cities such as those above, I presume that the costs did
increase overall. In the case of drones, it is not clear what happens to the cost of
going to war once all parties have access to them. Thus the period of reduced costs of
going to war may just be temporary. This wouldn’t make the argument fail, but
would remove some of the sting.
Overall, I think the argument that the deployment of drones would lead to more war
retains significant force. It shows that drones have a hidden moral cost and suggests
(though does not prove) that this may even be large enough to offset their
advantages in protecting their operators from harm. However, if this is true, then it is
just the beginning.
The true power of this argument lies in its extreme generality. The argument doesn’t
just apply to drones. It can apply to the introduction of many new technologies and
for the continued use of existing ones. It shows that a major upside of military
technologies (reduced casualties or reduced financial costs) comes with a major
downside (increased number of wars), which may be large enough to wipe out all
the benefits.
Consider an apparently benign technology, such as advances in battlefield medicine
aimed at helping treat wounded soldiers. There have been many such technologies,
including ambulances, amputation, and blood transfusions. These have clearly had
good direct effects, saving the lives of soldiers and limiting their injuries. However,
by lessening the human toll of war, they have lowered the cost of going to war and
have thus probably had the effect of statistically increasing the number of wars
entered by the countries deploying them.10 Presumably the effect is about the same
proportionally for both drones and battlefield medicine: for each thousand lives on
the deploying side that they save, this will have a similar effect on the cost of going
to war, and thus a similar effect on entering more wars.
Few would even stop to entertain the possibility that battlefield medicine might be
an immoral advance, but the same argument that was run against drones works
equally well here. Indeed, it works even better, since my third problem for the
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argument doesn’t apply: even when everyone has adopted a battlefield medicine
technology, it still lowers the cost of going to war.
It is sometimes claimed that there is an important moral distinction between
weapons and other means of supporting war, such as food or medicine for the
combatants.11 However this putative distinction regards deontological considerations
about whether it is permissible to attack the people involved in the production or
supply of those things. Here I’m concerned only with the morally relevant
consequences of providing medicine, which will include increasing the number of
future wars. These consequences will be just as real and relevant to our ethical
thinking whether produced by weapons or by medicine.
One might think that I am running this argument with battlefield medicine as a
reductio of the original argument regarding drones.12 I am not. Modulo the concerns
I raised earlier, it seems to me to be a good argument. If more people died in battle
due to worse medicine, we would presumably have fewer wars. I don’t know if this
effect outweighs the benefits of battlefield medicine, but it does at least call its overall
value into question. It also makes me worry. We tend to look for arguments like this
one about changing the costs of war when the technology under consideration seems
sinister right from the start. We don’t look nearly so hard for such indirect effects
concerning a technology that seems benign even though the consequences could be
just as large. This suggests that we have major blind-spots in the evaluation of new
technologies in war and could be making some serious mistakes.
The equilibrium argument is not restricted to evaluating new technologies. It can
also be applied to policy changes related to war. Moreover, it can work in reverse. A
case that involves both of these is that of introducing the draft.13 There are many
negative direct effects of forcing young people into the military and it is these which
are normally the main focus of debate. However, having the draft also increases the
costs of going to war. It spreads the human cost of war across all social classes and
makes it unavoidable. This lowers the voters’ appetite for war, making war more
politically costly. It also means that the children of the politicians are equally
vulnerable, adding personal cost of declaring war to those who ultimately make that
decision, in addition to the political cost. Thus introducing the draft is one way of
making the country go to fewer wars. If someone were opposing the draft, they
would therefore need to consider that their actions would on average lead to more
war — a heavy cost indeed, and one that may not be worth paying.
We could also return to the topic of decapitation strikes and see how the equilibrium
argument affects them. One consequence of such strikes — if they can be done
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successfully — is that the loss of life to both sides in the war is much smaller. Indeed
this is putative benefit of decapitation. However, this may lower the cost of going to
war, leading to more war. Alternatively, since decapitation strikes would open the
country’s leadership up to attack, they may raise the personal cost of going to war
among these decision makers and raise the cost of war, leading to fewer wars. It is
difficult to determine which effect would dominate.
An even more striking example is due to George Orwell. In two newspaper columns
written near the end of the Second World War, he surprisingly mounted several
arguments to undermine the very reasonable sounding position that we must stop
bombing civilians.14 One of these was an equilibrium argument: that the immunity of
civilians in war was one of the very things that had made modern war possible. He
saw war as hellish and reasoned that civilians could only possibly support it if they
were shielded from it. Drop that shielding and the political costs of war would rise
sharply enough to greatly reduce the number or length of wars and their overall
damage.
Thus the real power of the equilibrium argument is to show that when it comes to
assessing the morally relevant consequences of introducing new military
technologies, we might be completely at sea. The direct short term effects of the
change that are so salient to us might be frequently overshadowed by unintended
long run effects that frequently run in the opposite direction. This dynamic is well
understood in economics, and forms the core of Frédéric Bastiat’s famous essay of
1850, ‘What is seen and what is not seen’:
‘…an act, a habit, an institution, a law produces not only one effect, but a
series of effects. Of these effects, the first alone is immediate; it appears
simultaneously with its cause; it is seen. The other effects emerge only
subsequently; they are not seen; we are fortunate if we foresee them.
There is only one difference between a bad economist and a good one:
the bad economist confines himself to the visible effect; the good
economist takes into account both the effect that can be seen and those
effects that must be foreseen.
Yet this difference is tremendous; for it almost always happens that
when the immediate consequence is favorable, the later consequences
are disastrous, and vice versa. Whence it follows that the bad economist
pursues a small present good that will be followed by a great evil to
come, while the good economist pursues a great good to come, at the
risk of a small present evil.’15
I do not mean to claim here that the unseen indirect effects always dominate in the
ethics of war — that they are the submerged part of the iceberg, that they always
reverse the direction. This may be so, or it may be that they are typically less than the
direct effects and merely dilute the apparent goodness or badness of the change.
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What I am claiming is that they are of large and unknown size, that they often push
in the opposite direction, and that in some cases they may swamp the direct benefits.
That contrary to initial appearances, we might currently have almost no idea about
the overall consequences. And that it might be a great mistake to spend so much of
our time coming to agreement over that which is seen, while mostly ignoring that
which is not seen.
I am not making the familiar argument that consequences can be extremely difficult
to predict, so moral evaluation of them is futile.16 I think that there are good
responses to that involving the balance of probabilities.17 If these shadowy indirect
effects were known to be impossible to evaluate ex ante, we’d be right to ignore
them. But, it appears that sufficient details of their overall shape and size might yield
to further analysis and, if so, such analysis is urgently required.
I’ve focused on arguments about increasing or decreasing the cost of going to war,
but it is worth noting that equilibrium arguments can go beyond this. For a familiar
example, suppose a country is considering deploying poison gas in a particular
battle. This may help win that battle, but is likely to also shift the equilibrium for the
entire war from one where chemical weapons are never used to one where they are
deployed when convenient. One could see this as lowering the opposing force’s cost
of using poison gas. Previously its use would have come with high political cost at
home and risk of reprisals in kind from their adversaries. But after these adversaries
have already used poison gas, there would be more public support at home for its
use and it would no longer be clear that refraining from using gas would decrease
the chance of their adversaries using it.
There are also other arguments about indirect long-term effects that go beyond
equilibrium effects. For example, it is plausible that the use of drones would make it
more likely for us to see unmanned aerial vehicles with no human in the loop. If the
deployment of such fully autonomous robotic weapons would be sufficiently bad
and the deployment of drones sufficiently likely to lead there, then that could
constitute an indirect long-term argument against deploying drones. Such arguments
should also draw our attention, though unlike the arguments about the cost of going
to war, it is not clear that there is a systematic pull towards the indirect effect being
opposite in value to the direct effect.
Conclusions
We have seen how two theoretical tools — counterfactuals and equilibria — can help
us understand the moral consequences of deploying drones in war. Each of them has
the power to overturn one’s initial impressions of the moral value of drones.
Counterfactuals show us that it doesn’t matter if drones are bad: what matters is
whether they are better than what they would replace. They also show us that we
should ideally be assessing more fine-grained claims — ‘should we ban the use of
16
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drones for targeted killing?’ rather than ‘should we bad drones?’. The potential for
introducing a new technology to shift a key equilibrium has shown us that there are
often systematic indirect effects of our actions which could outweigh all or most of
the direct effects.
In both cases, they suggest that the evaluation of new technologies in war is much
harder than it first appears. They show that whether the consequences are overall
good or bad turns on empirical questions that are very difficult to answer (such as ‘to
what extent will drones crowd out bombing?’ and ‘how much more likely are we to
go to war when its costs are reduced by a certain amount?’18). We cannot simply
ignore such effects and such questions, as we have seen that they may have a very
large effect on the evaluation, and this effect may be in a systematic direction. We
often won’t have the skills to begin to address such questions, but we need to start
talking to those who do: in particular, to economists. Until we fully incorporate tools
such as counterfactuals and equilibria into our thinking, and until we make some
progress on the underlying empirical questions, I worry that we really may be
completely at sea when it comes to evaluating new military technologies.
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